Abstract
The role of a sports manager requires, in terms of the goal orientation of a club, realisation of many complicated and gradual steps, even long-term steps with various approaches and solutions. In conditions of the Czech Republic strategic planning in the area of physical education is implemented rather limitedly. Mostly clubs, based on business company principles, deal with strategic planning. They see strategic planning from the point of view of variant approach in assignment of strategic goals and partial development strategies as the base of vitality of their sports club.
The paper deals with application of BSC (Balanced Scorecard) as a system of management and performance measuring tool that transfers strategies into evident goals and provides managers and other workers a complex and comprehensible overview of strategic intentions of a company and their gradual accomplishment from the area of business into a non-profi t area of university sports clubs. This area may be entitled "the area of sports management". Čáslavová (2000) states that in the area of sports management the sports performance is seen as goods. Similarly, in strategic planning of sports club activities marketing tools appear -quality of offered sport programs, outputs, services, prices, advertising, staff qualifi cation, etc.
MATERIALS AND METHODS
Strategic planning in stage of preparation stems from the analysis of contemporary state, the analysis of which is crucial for choice of goal attainment means. The goals emerge from the inner source area, attainable means and conditions of external situation of an organization. Vodáček, Vodáčková (1994) mention the necessity of connecting the tasks related to creation and prepa ra tion of a business strategy and to consider them an implicitly organic unit. Underestimation of some of the stages of feedback specifying partial units would not only decrease the quality of the strategy, but also intensify its business "riskiness".
Another objective of the paper is to present involvement of students into evaluation of the courses run within the university sports club. Management of the clubs extends their off er by short-term courses specifi cally based on using the BSC concept, and these courses are consequently evaluated by their participants, i.e. university students.
There were used a method of a structured interview and questionnares in the process of processing the contributions. The interview with the chairman of the executive commission of University Sports Club of MUAF in Brno, was held with the method of structured interview and according to this interview 86 D. Kudová and situational analysis of the internal environment of University Sports Club MUAF in Brno (Kudová, 2007) Diagram of particular indicators of strategic management of University Sports Club.
The questionnaires (they were fi lled by all the participants) were used for evaluation of the course to get the instructor license, namely Ski Instructor and Ski Trainer.
RESULTS
The BSC concept has been originally planned for measuring the performance in system of strategic management and it has been primarily focused on business organizations. Presently, BSC concept is used by organizations of public and non-profi t sectors as well. The area of their operation develops gradually and o en changes signifi cantly.
University sports clubs (VSK/VŠTJ) have become an inseparable part of both sports and university areas. A er 1989 fi nancing means of supporting sports clubs changed and thus most of the clubs got into diffi culties. We may notice a decreasing in terest in university sport and therefore, a reduction of member platform.
Using the results eventuating from the analysis of VSK/ VŠTJ areas, we proposed a project of strategic management of VSK/ VŠTJ which is based on the above mentioned BSC concept. We may summarize these steps in the following diagrams of strategic management of sports clubs. In the fi rst diagram (see pict.1) we may see the general model of strategic management, the centre of which represents the strategy of a sports club. On the top of the diagram there is the function of a club -the club management should pose questions "What are we going to do and for whom?" and "Who are the key consumers of our sports club".
Other components of the diagram represent fi nancial sources, Inner processes and Learning and Professional development of functionaries. In the second diagram (see 2) we may see the application of the above mentioned feature on strategic management of VSK/VŠTJ. There are also particular components of each above mentioned feature ge neral ly applied on VSK/VŠTJ.
STRATEGY

DISCUSSION
Strategic thinking represents an ability to see one's possibilities from the perspective point of view, to analyse all factors of external area, to consider the permanency of changes within variety planning and to react on them as well as to infl uence them. It is also important to be able to rearrange sources eff ectively and overcome problems, using the potential of all co-workers.
As an important component of eff ective management of university sports clubs, it is crucial to defi ne possible key and critical factors that may infl uence the operation of these clubs.
Example of evaluation of a course by students can be the course aimed on acquiring trainer licence of Skiing instructor and Skiing trainer. This course is organized by USC of MUAF in Brno, and it is accredited by the Ministry of education of the Czech Republic. It is a two-semester programme, within which students participate in two teaching-weeks in the mountains (on an Austrian iceberg, and in the Czech Republic), and also have a weekly training in a gym focused on development of dexterity, coordination and strength, and have four lecture sessions at the university. Students evaluated the course in a positive way, and the only weakness, which was repeatedly mentioned, were the time demands on participants, and organizing the training week within the examination period. Strengths identifi ed by students included the lower fi nancial demands in comparison with other organizations running this type of courses, and high level of profi ciency of their lecturers (majority of them are members of the Department of physical training or other departments of Mendel University). 
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